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Abstract
For any univariate polynomial with coefﬁcients in a differential ﬁeld of characteristic zero
and any integer, q; there exists an associated nonzero linear ordinary differential equation
(LODE) with the following two properties. Each term of the LODE lies in the differential ﬁeld
generated by the rational numbers and the coefﬁcients of the polynomial, and the qth power of
each root of the polynomial is a solution of this LODE. This LODE is called a qth power
resolvent of the polynomial. We will show how one can get a resolvent for the logarithmic
derivative of the roots of a polynomial from the ath power resolvent of the polynomial, where
a is an indeterminate that takes the place of q: We will demonstrate some simple relations
among the algebraic and differential equations for the roots and their logarithmic derivatives.
We will also prove several theorems regarding linear relations of roots of a polynomial over
constants or the coefﬁcient ﬁeld of the polynomial depending upon the (nondifferential)
Galois group. Finally, we will use a differential resolvent to solve the Riccati equation.
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1. Introduction
The Riccati equation is a well-known example of a nonlinear differential equation
which is solvable by means of the trick of replacing the dependent variable with
(something close to) the logarithmic derivative of another dependent variable. One
then gets a second-order homogeneous linear ordinary differential equation (LODE)
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in the new dependent variable. One can then, in principle, solve the LODE for the
new dependent variable, and then work backwards to ﬁnd the original dependent
variable. Conversely, the logarithmic derivative of any nonzero solution of a second-
order homogeneous LODE can be realized as satisfying a Riccati equation over the
ﬁeld generated by the terms of the ODE.
As an example of the use of logarithmic derivatives to solve differential equations,
we note that in 1917 (see [8]) P. Scalizzi solved the nonlinear Abel equation, dy
dx
¼
f0 þ f1y þ f2y2 þ f3y3; under the condition that 2f 32  9f1f2f3 þ 27f0f 23 þ 9f 23  ddxðf2f3Þ ¼
0: A complete and more modern algebraic treatment of the Abel equation has been
given by Schwarz [9]. In the spring of 2001 the author had independently
rediscovered Scalizzi’s solution. The method involves solving the second-order
homogeneous LODE 9f3  t00 þ ð9f 03  18f1f3 þ 2f 22 Þ  t0 þ 12f0f2f3  t ¼ 0 for a new
variable, t; in terms of x: One then solves for y in terms of x by the formula
y ¼  f2
3f3
7
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f2
3f3
 2
 1
2f3
t0
t
r
; i.e. by solving the quadratic equation 3t
0
t
þ ð6f3  y2 þ 4f2 
yÞ ¼ 0: This formula depends upon only the logarithmic derivative of t; not upon t
itself. The form of this dependence is expected since, as with the Riccati, the solution
of the LODE for t involves the introduction of two arbitrary constants of
integration. The logarithmic derivative of t then reduces the dependence of y to one
constant of integration. The author is currently trying various methods, many
involving the dependence upon the logarithmic derivative of a new variable which
may satisfy some LODE of second order, for solving the general Abel equation
without the aforementioned condition on f0; f1; f2 and f3:
It is with this background that the author pursued the study of a particular class of
LODEs associated with polynomials of a single variable whose coefﬁcients lie in a
differential ﬁeld. These LODEs are known as resolvents of the polynomial. In this
paper, we will show some interesting properties of the logarithmic derivatives of the
roots of the polynomial, and therefore of the logarithmic derivatives of particular
solutions of its resolvents. This author always starts with the polynomial and then
computes the terms of a resolvent, the minimal polynomial of the logarithmic
derivatives of the roots of the polynomial, and the resolvent of this minimal
polynomial, in terms of the coefﬁcients of the polynomial and their derivatives.
Most other authors have worked the other way, starting with the LODE. For
instance, in Theorem 4.1 of [10], Singer determines, in a ﬁnite number of steps, if the
LODE, LðyÞ ¼ 0; has a liouvillian solution over F; where F is a ﬁnite algebraic
extension of QðxÞ and the terms of the LODE lie in F: If it does, Singer’s algorithm
ﬁnds the liouvillian solution, y: In other words, one can ﬁnd u such that the
logarithmic derivative of u equals y: Working the other way, authors have long ago
studied the logarithmic derivative of y; rather than the exponential of its integral.
For instance, in [7], Pepin gives an algorithm (with some mistakes) in 1881 to ﬁnd the
minimal polynomial of the logarithmic derivatives of a solution of a second-order
LODE.
As demonstrated by the solution of the Riccati equation and by Scalizzi’s solution
of the particular Abel equation, it is also important to understand something about
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the number of arbitrary constants that arise when solving a differential
equation, such as the resolvent of a polynomial. Many authors have already
done this for LODEs. For instance, in [2], E’lie and Singer characterize the LODEs
with coefﬁcients in CðxÞ that have solutions linearly independent over C but
linearly dependent over CðxÞ: They give an algorithm to compute such LODEs.
So, this paper will also pursue the study of the numbers of linear relations over
constants of the solutions of LODEs, namely, of resolvents of a polynomial. In
other words, we will study the number of linear relations that can arise over
constants of the roots of the polynomial. More generally, we will study the number
of linear relations that can arise over the coefﬁcient ﬁeld of the polynomial or
extensions of it.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, this author always considers the
coefﬁcients of the polynomial as the known or given variables. In contrast,
most authors in differential algebra have not studied the properties of a LODE as
being the resolvent of any particular polynomial, although it seems likely one
could always construct such a polynomial trivially. Let PðtÞ  Qiðt  siÞ where
we may take as many solutions, si; of the LODE as we wish. Then the given
LODE will be a resolvent for P if and only if the terms of the LODE lie in the
differential ﬁeld generated by Q and the elementary symmetric functions of the fsig:
The author has not studied those LODEs and their solutions which satisfy this
condition.
Finally, to tie these results together, we will demonstrate how one can use the
formula for a particular resolvent of a quadratic polynomial to solve the Riccati
equation if one did not know a priori the change-of-variables ‘‘trick’’.
2. Notation
Let A denote ‘‘is an element of’’, 8 denote ‘‘for all’’, ( denote ‘‘there exists’’, and U
denote ‘‘such that’’. We will denote the set of all integers by Z; the set of all nonzero
integers by Z#; the set of all positive integers by N; and the set of all nonnegative
integers by N0: The set of all rational numbers will be denoted by Q: For each
positive integer, m; the symbol, ½m; will denote the set of m positive integers,
f1;y;mg; and the symbol, ½m0; will denote the set of m þ 1 integers nonnegative
integers, f0; 1;y;mg:
An ordinary differential field, or a differential field, or a d-field, F; is a ﬁeld
equipped with a derivation, D; satisfying the Leibniz Rule on all elements of F;
Dðu  vÞ ¼ uDv þ vDu: A constant is an element, cAF; satisfying Dc ¼ 0: The subset
of all constants in F forms a d-ﬁeld called the subfield of constants, or the field of
constants, and is denoted by k: We will later need to introduce an element, a; that is
transcendental over F; yet is constant.
An ordinary differential ring, or a differential ring, or a d-ring R; is a ring equipped
with a derivation, D; satisfying the Leibniz Rule on all elements of R; Dðu  vÞ ¼
uDv þ vDu: All rings will be considered to be commutative, with unity, and of
characteristic zero.
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The small letter, t; will be our universal dummy variable. The choice of
letter reﬂects it being ‘‘totally transcendental’’ over everything else you see on the
page.
We will consider only monic polynomials PðtÞ Pni¼0 ð1Þnieni  ti in a single
indeterminate, t; with coefﬁcients, fenign1i¼0 ; lying in a differential ﬁeld, F; of
characteristic zero. The roots of P will be denoted by fzigni¼1: The coefﬁcient eni of ti
in P is the ðn  iÞth elementary symmetric function of the roots of P: We will denote
the set of coefﬁcients, feigni¼1; by e when we wish to adjoin all of them and their
derivatives to various ﬁelds and d-ﬁelds. When we wish to indicate that each of the
roots fzigni¼1 of PðtÞ satisﬁes a particular differential or algebraic equation, we will
simply use z without subscripts to denote the dependent variable. The discriminant
of P will be deﬁned in the usual manner as the product of the squares of the
differences of the roots, D  Qioj ðzi  zjÞ2:
Let qAZ: A qth power linear differential resolvent, or differential resolvent, or
simply resolvent, of such a polynomial, P; is a nonzero ﬁnite-order linear ordinary
differential equation,
Pm
j¼0 BjðqÞ  Dj zq ¼ IðqÞ; with coefficient functions, BjðqÞ and
IðqÞ; which lie in the smallest differential ﬁeld, Q/eS; generated by the coefﬁcients
of P; and whose solutions include the qth power of each of the roots of P; zq 
fzqi gni¼1: If the coefﬁcient functions BjðqÞ and IðqÞ lie in the smallest differential ring,
ZfegCQ/eS; generated by the coefﬁcients of P; then we say that the resolvent is
integral. We will ﬁnd it particularly useful to deal mostly with homogeneous
resolvents, IðqÞ  0; especially when we refer to the Powersum Formula for
expressing the BjðqÞ in terms of the e and their derivatives. But, we will sometimes
refer to inhomogeneous resolvents for computational purposes, since, given any
homogeneous resolvent of P there exists an inhomogeneous resolvent of one lower
order.
We say that the roots z of P are differentially independent over any ordinary
differential ring, R; with derivation, D; if there exists no nonzero multivariable
polynomial, f ; with coefﬁcients in R such that f ðz1;y; zn;Dz1;y;Dzn;yÞ ¼ 0:
Hence, if the z are differentially independent over R; then the z are algebraically
independent over R:We will exclusively consider R ¼ k; the constant subﬁeld of F: It
has been shown in Theorem 1 (the ZEP Theorem) on p. 23 in [5] that the z are
differentially independent over k if and only if the e are differentially independent
over k: Furthermore, differential independence over k is equivalent to differential
independence over any ﬁeld of constants, so we may sometimes simply say
‘‘differential independence over constants’’.
If the roots of P (similarly, if the coefﬁcients of PÞ are differentially
independent over k; then the weight of the coefﬁcient functions BjðqÞ in Zfeg is
well deﬁned as on pp. 17–19 in [5]. It has been shown in Theorem 3 on pp. 25–26 in
[5] that, in this case, there exists an integral resolvent of lowest weight and with
no common factors among all its terms, BjðqÞ; except for 71: This resolvent,
unique up to multiplication by 71; is called the Cohnian of P; in honor of Dr.
Richard Cohn.
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Let a be transcendental over Q/eS with Da ¼ 0: For each root, zj; of P deﬁne yj
to be a nonzero solution of the logarithmic differential equation,
Dyj
ayj ¼
Dzj
zj
: An ath
power resolvent, of such a polynomial, P; is a ﬁnite-order linear differential
equation,
Pm
j¼0 BjðaÞ  Djy ¼ 0; with coefﬁcient functions, BjðaÞ; which lie in
the smallest differential ﬁeld, Q/eSðaÞ; generated by a and the coefﬁcients of P;
and whose solutions include the set y  fyigni¼1: If the coefﬁcient functions, BjðaÞ;
lie in the smallest differential ring, Zfeg½aCQ/eSðaÞ; generated by the co-
efﬁcients of P and a then we say that the resolvent is integral. If the roots of P
are differentially independent over k; then the weight of elements in the d-ring
Zfeg½a is well deﬁned, and there exists an ath power resolvent of lowest weight
and with no common factor in Zfeg½a among its coefﬁcient functions except
for 71: This resolvent is called the Cohnian of P and is unique up to multiplication
by 71:
As it has already been done in the abstract and introduction, we will abbreviate
‘‘linear ordinary differential equation’’ to LODE, ‘‘ordinary differential equation’’ to
ODE, and ‘‘differential equation’’ to DE.
3. Resolvent for the logarithmic derivative
Deﬁne O  nðn1Þ
2
þ 1: The author has already determined in [5] the existence and
form of certain ath power resolvents of polynomials. We will assume this form in
Theorem 1. Theorem 1 was suggested for the Quadratic by Dr. Richard Cohn, but it
was generalized by the author. In order to guarantee that the same resolvents and
identities in Theorem 1 and Observation 2 hold for the logarithmic derivative, uj 
Dzj
zj
; of each root, zj; of P; we must assume that P is irreducible over its differential
coefﬁcient ﬁeld, Q/eS: The hypothesis of Theorem 1, that the coefﬁcients of P
are differentially independent over constants, guarantees that P will be irreducible
over Q/eS:
Theorem 1. Let F be a differential field of characteristic 0 with derivation, D; and
subfield of constants, k: Let PðtÞ Pni¼0 ð1Þnieni  tiAF½t be a monic polynomial
of degree nX3 in t whose coefficients, e; are differentially independent over k: Let a
be transcendental over F with Da ¼ 0: Let Pnm¼0 POmi¼0 yi;maiDmy ¼ 0 be the ath
power Cohnian of P: Then the logarithmic derivative, ui  Dzizi ; of zi satisfies the nonzero
inhomogeneous first-power differential equation, RuðuÞ ¼ 0; where RuðtÞ Pn
m¼1 y0;mD
m1t þ y1;0: Furthermore, u satisfies the algebraic equation, PuðuÞ ¼ 0;
where PuðtÞ 
Pn
m¼0 yOm;mt
m:
Proof. We have Dy ¼ a  y  u: Then D2y ¼ a  Dy  u þ a  y  Du ¼ a  ða  y  uÞ  u þ
a  y  Du: So D2y ¼ y  ða2u2 þ aDuÞ: We need one more differentiation to start the
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induction that follows.
D3y ¼Dy  ða2u2 þ aDuÞ þ y  ð2a2u  Du þ aD2uÞ
¼ y  a  u  ða2u2 þ aDuÞ þ y  ð2a2u  Du þ aD2uÞ
¼ y  ða  D2u þ a2  ð3u  DuÞ þ a3u3Þ:
Let g2;3  3u  Du: We have proven that there exist gj;mAZfe; ug such that Dmy ¼
y  ða  Dm1u þPm1j¼2 ajgj;m þ amumÞ when m ¼ 3:
Now assume that there exist gj;mAZfe; ug such that Dmy ¼ y  ða  Dm1u þPm1
j¼2 a
jgj;m þ amumÞ holds true for some mX3: We will prove that there exist
gj;mþ1AZfe; ug such that the formula is true for m þ 1: It should be emphasized that
we are not simply rederiving the partial Bell polynomial formulae for the mth
derivative of a power of z: We need to relate the derivatives of y and z to the
derivatives of u; the logarithmic derivative of z:
Dmþ1y ¼ y  a  Dmu þ
Xm1
j¼2
ajDgj;m þ amm  um1Du
 !
þ ðDyÞ  a  Dm1u þ
Xm1
j¼2
ajgj;m þ amum
 !
¼ y  a  Dmu þ
Xm1
j¼2
aj  Dgj;m þ amm  um1Du
 !
þ ðy  a  uÞ  a  Dm1u þ
Xm1
j¼2
ajgj;m þ amum
 !
¼ y  a  Dmu þ
Xm1
j¼2
ajDgj;m þ ammum1Du þ a2u  Dm1u
 
þ
Xm1
j¼2
ajþ1gj;mu þ amþ1umþ1
!
¼ y  a  Dmu þ
Xm
j¼2
ajgj;mþ1 þ amþ1umþ1
 !
where gj;mþ1  Dgj;m þ gj1;mu for each jA½m  1 with jX3; gm;mþ1  m  um1 
Du þ gm1;mu; and g2;mþ1  Dg2;m þ u  Dm1u: Hence gj;mþ1AZfe; ug for each jA½m
with jX2:
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Substitute this expression for Dmy into the Cohnian of P;Pn
m¼0
POm
i¼0 yi;ma
iDmy ¼ 0: We get
0 ¼ y 
Xn
m¼3
XOm
i¼0
yi;mai  aDm1u þ
Xm1
j¼2
ajgj;m þ amum
 !
þ y 
XO2
i¼0
yi;2  ai  ðaD1u þ a2u2Þ þ y 
XO1
i¼0
yi;1  ai  ða  uÞ þ y 
XO
i¼1
yi;0  ai
if nX3:
Since a is transcendental over Zfeg; the coefﬁcient in this expression of each power
of amust be zero. The lowest power of a in this expression is 1. Setting the coefﬁcient
of a1 to zero yields
Pn
m¼1 y0;mD
m1u þ y1;0 ¼ 0; an inhomogeneous linear differential
equation over Zfeg which u satisﬁes. The highest power of a in this expression is O:
Setting the coefﬁcient of aO to zero yields
Pn
m¼0 yOm;mu
m ¼ 0; an algebraic equation
for u: The hypothesis that the z are differentially independent over k guarantees that
yi;ma0; 8ði;mÞað0; 0Þ such that iA½O m0 for each mA½n0 by Theorem 41 on pp.
74–91 in [5] or Theorem 4.1 on p. 726 in [6]. Hence, the inhomogeneous resolvent,
RuðtÞ 
Pn
m¼1 y0;mD
m1t þ y1;0; and the polynomial, PuðtÞ 
Pn
m¼0 yOm;mt
m; are
not identically zero. &
Theorem 1 shows that the lowest power of a in the Cohnian yields a LODE over
Zfeg satisﬁed by u; while the highest power of a in the Cohnian yields an algebraic
equation over Zfeg satisﬁed by u: It is worthwhile at this point to mention the
various relations between the coefﬁcients, e; of t in PðtÞ  Qni¼1 ðt  ziÞ ¼Pn
i¼0 ð1Þnieniti; the coefﬁcient functions yi;mAZfeg in the ath-power Cohnian,Pn
m¼0
POm
i¼0 yi;ma
iDmy ¼ 0; of P; and the coefﬁcients, eL; of t in the minimal
polynomial, PLðtÞ  h 
Qn
i¼1 ðt  uiÞ ¼ h 
Qn
i¼1 ðt  Dzizi Þ ¼ h 
Pn
i¼0 ð1ÞnieLniti of
u ¼ Dz
z
over Z½e;De: It is not hard to prove that hAZ½D; en: Here eLi is the ith
elementary symmetric function of the u:
Observation 2. The polynomial, PuðtÞ 
Pn
m¼0 yOm;m  tm; deﬁned in Theorem 1 is
some Zfeg-multiple of the minimal polynomial, PLðtÞ; of u over Z½e;De; since
PuðuÞ ¼ 0:
Observation 3. The LODE, RuðuÞ 
Pn
m¼1 y0;mD
m1u þ y1;0 ¼ 0; is a ﬁrst-power
inhomogeneous resolvent for PuðtÞ: It should follow that one could apply the
Powersum Formula, p. 67 in [5], to the polynomial, PuðtÞ; to get a ﬁrst-power nth
order homogeneous resolvent for u over the ring, Zfeg: This resolvent will have a
large common factor in Zfeg among all n þ 1 terms. After removing a sufﬁcient
portion of this factor, what remains will be a resolvent for PuðtÞ which will also be
the derivative of RuðuÞ ¼ 0:
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Observation 4. One can ﬁnd PLðtÞ by taking the resultant of the polynomials,
x  t  Dx; and PðxÞ; with respect to x: Here, Dx ¼ 
Pn1
i¼0 ð1Þ
iDeni xiPn1
i¼0 ð1Þ
i
en1i ðiþ1Þxi
must be
expressed as a polynomial in x: A formula for Dx as a polynomial in x of degree
n  1 with coefﬁcients in the ordinary ring, 1
enDZ½e;De; can be obtained by a method
identical to the method for obtaining a formula for Dxx presented in Theorem 8 on
p. 32 in [5].
It will be a fun exercise in Observation 6 to relate the coefﬁcient, yOm;m; of tm in
PuðtÞ; as obtained from the Cohnian, to the ðn  mÞth elementary symmetric
function, eLnm; of the logarithmic derivatives, fui ¼ Dzizi g
n
i¼1: Let us give the
coefﬁcient, yOm;m; the name gm: First we need a well-known identity.
Lemma 5. Let nAN: Let fZigni¼1 be n indeterminates algebraically independent over Z:
Let kA½n0: Then Fk  jZjij iA½n
0pjpn;jak
¼ enk  ad; where ad ¼ jZji j 1pipn
0pjpn1
is defined on p.
40 in [3] as the alternant of fZigni¼1; and enk is the ðn  kÞth elementary symmetric
function of fZigni¼1:
Proof. Let PðtÞ Qni¼1 ðt  ZiÞ ¼Pnk¼0 ð1Þnkenktk: Then PðtÞ  tn ¼Pn1
k¼0 ð1Þnkenktk: Replacing t with each of the indeterminates, fZigni¼1; yields a
system of n equations,Zni ¼
Pn1
k¼0 ð1ÞnkenkZki ; for iA½n: Solving by Cramer’s Rule
for enk yields enk ¼
jZj
i
j 1pipn
0pjpn;jak
jZj
i
j 1pipn
0pjpn1
¼
jZj
i
j 1pipn
0pjpn;jak
ad
: Thus, jZjij 1pipn
0pjpn;jak
¼ enk  ad: &
Observation 6. Let F; k;D;P; ei; zi; yi; a; ui;Pu;PL; eLi ; t; gm be as they were in
Theorem 1 and in the remarks following Theorem 1. Let DL 
Q
iojðui 
ujÞ2A 1
en  DZ½e;De be the discriminant of PLðxÞ: Then we observe that gm ¼
ð1Þm
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DL
D
q
D2n1enne
L
nmCW where WAZfeg is the ratio of the resolvent, ð
ﬃﬃ
D
p Þ4n3enan
an1  Wa;
deﬁned in Theorem 46 on pp. 95–98 in [5], to the Cohnian. This ratio, W; is
unknown, because the Cohnian is unknown for polynomials of degree greater
than 3.
To see this, let y satisfy the differential equation,
Pn
k¼0 ak;aD
ky ¼ 0; where
ak;a ¼ ð1ÞkjDiyjj iak
1pjpn
¼ ð1Þk yj
Xi
l¼1
ðaÞlBi;lzlj


iak;0
yj

1pjpn
:
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Here pi;l denotes the ði; xÞ partial Bell polynomial in fDzj;D2zj;y;D2zj as deﬁned
on page 30 of [3]. This differential equation is not an ath-power resolvent for P;
because its coefﬁcient functions do not lie in Zfeg½a: We have replaced q with a and
z
q
j with yj in Theorem 1. As explained in the proof of Theorem 46 on pp. 95–98 in [5],
if we multiply ak;a by
ð ﬃﬃDp Þ4n3enan
an1 we get a differential resolvent of weight, jðnÞ ¼
nð4n25nþ3Þ
2
: It is known that jðnÞ is strictly greater than the weight of the Cohnian for
nAf2; 3g: Here, ean 
Qn
j¼1 y
1
j : Observe that the coefﬁcient of the highest power of
a in ak;a is ð1ÞkeanjBi;izij jia0;k 1j1pjpn: So the coefﬁcient of the highest power
of a in Gk;a ¼ ak;a  ð
ﬃﬃ
D
p Þ4n3enan
an1 is Gk  ð1Þkennð
ﬃﬃﬃ
D
p Þ4n3jBi;izij jia0;k 1j1pjpn: Since
Bi;i ¼ ðDzÞi; it follows that Gk ¼ ð1Þkennð
ﬃﬃﬃ
D
p Þ4n3jðDzjÞizij j iak
1pipn
1j1pjpn ¼
ð1Þkennð
ﬃﬃﬃ
D
p Þ4n3jðDzj
zj
Þij0pipn;iak
1pjpn
:
There must exist a nonzero factor, WAZfeg; such that W Pn
m¼0
POm
i¼0 yi;ma
iDmy ¼Pnk¼0 Gk;aDky whose weight equals the difference be-
tween the unknown minimal Cohnian weight, wðyi;mÞ; and jðnÞ: Thus
gk ¼ ð1Þkennð
ﬃﬃﬃ
D
p
Þ4n3 Dzj
zj
 i
0pipn;iak
jA½n
CW:
Then by Lemma 5 jðDzj
zj
Þij0pipn;iak
1pjpn
¼ eLnk 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DL
p
: So, gk ¼ ð1Þkennð
ﬃﬃﬃ
D
p Þ4n3eLnk ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DL
p
CW; or
gk ¼ ð1Þk
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DL
D
r
D2n1enne
L
nkCW:
One can see that the form of gk in Observation 6 is predictable, namely, that gk
equals the ðn  kÞth elementary symmetric function of fDzi
zi
gni¼1 times an expression
that is independent of k: So
Pn
k¼0 gk  uk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DL
D
q
D2n1ennCW
 
Pnk¼0 ð1ÞkeLnk 
uk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DL
D
q
D2n1ennCW
 
 PLðuÞ ¼ 0:
4. Linear relations of roots over the base ﬁeld
For this section we will put aside differential algebra and deal only with the
algebraic properties of a monic polynomial, PðtÞ Pni¼0 ð1Þnieniti; whose
coefﬁcients, e; lie in some nondifferential ﬁeld, F; of characteristic 0. Let P be
irreducible over F with transitive Galois group G: Let qAZ#: Let P have roots,
z  fzigni¼1; and let yi  zqi : For convenience, we will refer to the yi as the roots
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themselves. One could probably prove the following theorems if one replaced the
integer, q; with a differential indeterminate, a; satisfying Da ¼ 0 and yi satisfying
Dyi
ayi ¼
Dzi
zi
: However, the Galois group is deﬁned to act only on elements in the
splitting ﬁeld of P; i.e. only on integral powers of the roots, z: The Galois group of
the minimal polynomial of y may be isomorphic to a proper subgroup of the Galois
group, G; of P: So, it is important to keep in mind, in the following theorems, that G
is a Galois group for the z; not the y; even though the linear relations appearing in
the statements of the theorems involve the y:
Theorem 7. Let P; z; y; q; F;G be as in the preceding paragraph. Let o be a primitive
nth root of unity. If G; as a permutation group on the roots, z; of P; contains an n-cycle,
and the y are linearly dependent over F; then (jA½n such that Pni¼1 oij  yi ¼ 0:
Proof. Let g be an n-cycle in G: Let
Pn
i¼1 xi  yi ¼ 0 be a nontrivial relation of the y
over F: For each jA½n apply gj to Pni¼1 xi  yi ¼ 0: We get Pni¼1 xi  ygjðiÞ ¼ 0 for
jA½n: This is a homogeneous system of n equations in the n elements, fxigni¼1; which
are not all 0. Therefore, jygjðiÞjðiA½nÞðjA½nÞ ¼ 0:
But a determinant of this form, jtgjðiÞji;jA½n; with ft1;y; tng algebraically
independent over Q; is not identically zero. It is the determinant of a very special
type of matrix, called a circulant. By a very elegant and simple proof given on pp.
486–487 in [4], we have the following formula for the determinant of a circulant,
jygjðiÞjðiA½nÞðjA½nÞ ¼
Qn
j¼1
Pn
i¼1 o
ijyi: Thus,
jygjðiÞjðiA½nÞðjA½nÞ ¼ 0 ) (jA½n U
Xn
i¼1
oij  yi ¼ 0: &
Corollary 8. Let P; z; y; q; F;G;o be as in Theorem 7, with the added restrictions that
oAF and
Pn
i¼1 xi  yi ¼ 0 is the only linear relation of the y over F; up to multiples.
Then (jA½n and (uAF such that xi ¼ u  oij:
Proof. If the y are linearly independent over F; then xi ¼ 0; 8iA½n and u ¼ 0AF:
Assume otherwise. By Theorem 7 (jA½n such that Pni¼1 oij  yi ¼ 0: Since oAF it
follows that ojAF: By hypothesis, all other linear relations of the y over F are
multiples of
Pn
i¼1 xi  yi ¼ 0: Hence, (uAF# U xi ¼ u  oij: &
Corollary 8 suggests that it is necessary for a ﬁeld, F; to contain some root of unity
in order for a unique nontrivial linear relation of the roots of an irreducible
polynomial, P; to occur. Since charðFÞ ¼ 0 implies that F contains Q; and hence71;
the existence (or possible nonexistence) of linear dependencies of the y over F
becomes interesting only when jan
2
or jan and F does not contain an nth root of
unity. In this case, ojeQ; with oAC: Usually in differential algebra, the subﬁeld of
constants, k; of F is chosen to be algebraically closed, so this situation does not arise.
In order for Corollary 8 to hold for any irreducible polynomial over F; it sufﬁces to
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impose upon F the slightly more restrictive condition that k ¼ %Q; the algebraic
closure of Q:
We do not know how many of the relations,
Pn
i¼1 xi  ygjðiÞ ¼ 0; 8jA½oðgÞ; where
oðgÞ is the order of g in G; for a given n-cycle, gAG; or even how many of the
relations,
Pn
i¼1 xi  yhðiÞ ¼ 0; 8hAG; are linearly independent when G is transitive. It
is unclear if the number of linearly independent relations depends upon particular
properties of P itself or only upon its Galois group.
Theorem 7 has told us something about the form of linear relations of roots over F
for those polynomials, P; whose Galois group, G; contains an n-cycle as a
permutation group on the roots. Furthermore, we wish to return to the study of
differential resolvents only of polynomials which are irreducible over the differential
ﬁeld generated by their coefﬁcients, because a resolvent of a reducible polynomial
may be constructed from resolvents of its irreducible factors. (For an idea of how
this might be done, see Example 144, p. 219 in [5].) Hence, we will continue to
examine polynomials only with transitive Galois groups. So, we now study those P
with transitive G which do not contain an n-cycle. Let Sn denote the full symmetric
group on n letters.
Example 9. n ¼ 2: GES2 is the only transitive subgroup of S2:
Example 10. n ¼ 3: GES3 and A3 ¼ /ð123ÞS are the only transitive subgroups of
S3: Both have an n-cycle ¼ 3-cycle in them.
Example 11. n ¼ 4: The transitive subgroups of S4 are S4;A4;V ¼
fI ; ð12Þð34Þ; ð13Þð24Þ; ð14Þð23Þg; C ¼ /ð1234ÞS and its conjugates, and D ¼
V,fð12Þ; ð34Þ; ð1423Þ; ð1324Þg and its conjugates, which are Sylow 2-groups of
order 8. All of these have a 4-cycle in them, except V :
Suppose GEV : If
P4
i¼1 xi  yi ¼ 0 is a nontrivial linear relation of the roots, y; of
P; over F; xiAF; then
P4
i¼1 xi  ygðiÞ ¼ 0; 8gAV : Hence, we get the system of
equations,
x1y1 þ x2y2 þ x3y3 þ x4y4 ¼ 0; x1y2 þ x2y1 þ x3y4 þ x4y3 ¼ 0;
x1y3 þ x2y4 þ x3y1 þ x4y2 ¼ 0; x1y4 þ x2y3 þ x3y2 þ x4y1 ¼ 0:
Hence, the following determinant, given on p. 489 in [4],
y1 y2 y3 y4
y2 y1 y4 y3
y3 y4 y1 y2
y4 y3 y2 y1


¼ðy1 þ y2  y3  y4Þðy1  y2 þ y3  y4Þðy1  y2  y3 þ y4Þ
 ðy1 þ y2 þ y3 þ y4Þ
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must be zero. Therefore, the sum of two of the roots must equal71 times the sum of
the other two roots. A similar relation holds on the x: Furthermore, the x must be
square roots of unity, up to a common multiple. For example, x1 ¼ x2 ¼ 1 and
x3 ¼ x4 ¼ 1:
So we have shown in Example 11 that a polynomial, P; of degree n; can
have a regular, transitive, but not doubly transitive, Galois group, G; over a ﬁeld, F;
such that G does not contain an n-cycle, and such that the coefﬁcients in
any nontrivial linear relation of the roots of P over F must be roots of unity up to a
common multiple. In Example 16 we will construct a polynomial F of degree 6
over a ﬁeld, F; and a nontrivial linear relation of the roots of F which is not a
multiple of a relation over roots of unity, such that the Galois group, G; of F over
F is regular (i.e. jGj ¼ n ¼ 6), transitive but not doubly transitive, and contains
no 6-cycle.
Example 12. n ¼ 5: Here n is prime. With the help of the following lemma we may
cover all cases where n is prime.
Lemma 13. Let p be prime, and let GDSp be a transitive subgroup of Sp: Then G
contains a p-cycle.
Proof. Since G is transitive on ½p; we must have p divide the order of G: By Sylow’s
Theorems, G has a subgroup of order, p: Since p is prime, this subgroup is cyclic and
must be generated by a p-cycle. &
From Corollary 8 and Lemma 13 we immediately conclude that, if the
degree, n; of P is prime, P is irreducible over its base ﬁeld, F; and there exists
some nontrivial linear relation of the roots of P over F; then there exists a linear
relation of the roots of P over roots of unity. Hence, if the linear relation is unique,
then it is a multiple of a relation over roots of unity, and F must contain the
appropriate root of unity. We will show in the next section that when the Galois
group is doubly transitive, an even more stringent condition than transitivity, then
there exists at most one nontrivial relation over F; up to multiples. In this relation,
the roots of unity are all 1. In other words, the ﬁrst powersum of the roots, p1; is
zero. Without any difﬁculty, we may generalize these statements to the qth powers of
the roots to obtain the result that pq ¼ 0 is the only possible nontrivial relation of the
roots over F:
5. Doubly transitive Galois groups
Let g be a permutation on ½n: We say g moves an element, s; in ½n; if gðsÞ ¼ tas;
ft; sgC½n: We say g moves a subset, GC½n; if g moves each sAG; possibly out
of G: Let G be a group acting on the set, ½n: Let sA½n: Then the stabilizer of s in
G is deﬁned to be fgAG U gðsÞ ¼ sg and is denoted by Gs: A group, G; is said to be
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regular if G is isomorphic to a permutation group that acts transitively on jGj
elements.
Let mAN: A group, G; acting on a ﬁnite set, G; is said to be m-transitive on G if,
for each pair of sets of m distinct elements, faigmi¼1CG and fbigmi¼1CG; there exists an
element, gAG; such that gðaiÞ ¼ bi; 8iA½m: A 2-transitive group is said to be doubly
transitive.
Lemma 14. Let nAN with nX3: Let G act doubly transitively on the set ½n:
Let kA½n: Then Gk; the stabilizer of k in G; acts transitively on ½n  fkg 
f jA½n U jakg:
Proof. Let fi; jgC½n  fkg: Since G acts doubly transitively on ½n there exists an
element, gAG; such that gðiÞ ¼ j; gðkÞ ¼ k: (Just let m ¼ 2; a1 ¼ i; a2 ¼ k; b1 ¼ j; and
b2 ¼ k in the deﬁnition of doubly transitive.) But, gðkÞ ¼ k implies gAGk: Hence,
(gAGk U gðiÞ ¼ j: Hence, Gk acts transitively on ½n  fkg: &
Theorem 15 (Doubly Transitive Theorem). Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Let
nAN with nX3: Let PðtÞ Pni¼0 ð1ÞnienitiAF½t be a monic polynomial over F
with roots, z  fzigni¼1: Let G be the Galois group of P over F: Suppose G acts doubly
transitively on the roots, z: Let qAZ#: Define yi  zqi : Then pq 
Pn
i¼1 yi ¼ 0 is the
only possible nontrivial linear combination of the qth powers of the roots over F; up to
multiples.
Proof. If one of the roots, say z1; satisﬁed z
q
1 ¼ f for some fAF; then the cyclo-
tomic polynomial tq  f would have to divide PðtÞ in the ring, F½t: Since PðtÞ is
monic and irreducible over F we would have PðtÞ ¼ tq  f : This is impossible
unless we chose q ¼ n: Even if q ¼ n; by well-known theorems in abstract algebra
usually proven for the cyclotomic polynomial, FnðtÞ  tn  1; over the ground
ﬁeld, Q; it is easy to conclude that GEðZn;þ; 0Þ; the cyclic additive group of order n:
So G could not be doubly transitive. So from now on we may assume yi 
z
q
ieF; 8iA½n:
The y could be linearly independent over F: Suppose otherwise. Let
Pn
i¼1 xi  yi ¼
0 be a nontrivial linear combination of the qth powers of the roots over F; so xiAF;
8iA½n: Let %e1 
Pn
k¼1 xk and pq 
Pn
k¼1 yk: Then xiAF; 8iA½n implies 0 ¼ gð0Þ ¼
gðPni¼1 xi  yiÞ ¼Pni¼1 xi  ygðiÞ; 8gAG: For each kA½n; sum these equations over
gAGk: Thus 8kA½n; we have
Pn
i¼1 xi
P
gAGk ygðiÞ ¼ 0:
For i ¼ k; we havePgAGk ygðiÞ ¼PgAGk ygðkÞ ¼PgAGk yk ¼ jGkjyk ¼ jGjn yk: Thus
8kA½n; we have jGj
n
ykxk þ
P
iak xi
P
gAGk ygðiÞ ¼ 0: Let Gki  fgAGk U gðiÞ ¼ ig be
the stabilizer of i in Gk: By Lemma 14 Gk acts transitively on ½n  fkg: Hence
jGkij ¼ jGk jn1 ¼ jGjnðn1Þ: Since Gk acts transitively on ½n  fkg; then for each integer,
jA½n  fkg; there exists a gjAGk such that gjðiÞ ¼ j: Let gjGki be the coset of Gki in
Gk such that hAgjGki ) hðiÞ ¼ j: (So giGki ¼ GkiÞ: Then, 8kA½n; jGjn ykxk þ
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P
iak xi
P
jak
P
hAgjGki yhðiÞ ¼ 0 )
jGj
n
ykxk þ
P
iak xi
P
jak
P
hAgjGki yj ¼ 0
) jGj
n
ykxk þ
X
iak
xi
X
jak
jgjGkijyj ¼ 0 ) jGj
n
ykxk þ
X
iak
xi
X
jak
jGkijyj ¼ 0;
) jGj
n
ykxk þ jGj
nðn  1Þ
X
iak
xi
X
jak
yj ¼ 0 ) ðn  1Þ  yk  xk þ ð%e1  xkÞ  ðpq  ykÞ ¼ 0;
) n  yk  xk þ %e1  pq  xk  pq  yk  %e1 ¼ 0:
If pq ¼ 0 then 0 ¼ n  yk  xk  yk  %e1 ¼ ykðn  xk  %e1Þ: Since ykeF; 8kA½n; it
follows that yka0; 8kA½n: Hence n  xk  %e1 ¼ 0; 8kA½n ) (xAF U xk ¼ x;
8kA½n: Thus, other linear relations of the roots over the base ﬁeld cannot exist.
If pqa0 then n  yk  xk þ %e1  pq  xk  pq  yk  %e1 ¼ 0 ) yk ¼ pq %e1xk%e1nxkAF: But,
this contradicts the hypothesis that ykeF; 8kA½n: Hence, we must have both the
numerators and the denominators of pq  %e1xk%e1nxk vanish. This implies
xk ¼ %e1 ¼ n  xk; 8kA½n ) xk ¼ 0; 8kA½n: &
6. Sextic example
Let G be the Galois group of the polynomial, PðzÞ Pni¼0 ð1Þnienizi over a
ﬁeld, F; containing QðeÞ: Suppose G acts transitively on the roots, fzigni¼1; of P: Let
qAZ#: Let yi  zqi : Let
Pn
i¼1 xi  yi ¼ 0 be a linear combination of the qth powers of
the roots over the base ﬁeld, xiAF; 8iA½n: In Example 11 we had an example of a
transitive, not doubly transitive, regular Galois group not containing an n-cycle in
which the x had to be a common multiple of roots of unity. It is natural to ask if all
the x always have to be a common multiple of roots of unity when these conditions
are placed upon the Galois group. The following counterexample, suggested by Dr.
Richard Cohn and developed by Nahay, disproves this conjecture. The x do not
have to be a common multiple of roots of unity, when G is transitive, regular, not
cyclic, and not doubly-transitive. However, in order to make this counterexample
work, the base ﬁeld, F;must be a proper extension of the coefﬁcient ﬁeld,QðeÞ; of the
polynomial.
Example 16. Let fa; b; c; u; v;wg be algebraically independent over Q: Let e 
fe1; e2; e3g and p  fp1; p2; p3g be the ﬁrst three elementary symmetric functions and
powersums of fu; v;wg; respectively. Let %e  f%e1; %e2; %e3g and %p  f %p1; %p2; %p3g be
the ﬁrst three elementary symmetric functions and powersums of fa; b; cg;
respectively. Deﬁne
m1  au þ bv þ cw; m2  cu þ av þ bw; m3  bu þ cv þ aw;
m4  bu þ av þ cw; m5  au þ cv þ bw; u6  cu þ bv þ aw:
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Then m  fm1; m2; m3; m4; m5; m6g are the roots of the sixth degree polynomial FðtÞ Q
gAS3 t 
P3
i¼1 aiugðiÞ
 
where we define a1  a; a2  b; a3  c; u1  u; u2 
v; and u3  w: The coefﬁcients of t in FðtÞ are symmetric in fu; v;wg and fa; b; cg
separately. Hence FðtÞAQðe; %eÞ½t:
Rather than choose our base ﬁeld, F; to be the coefﬁcient ﬁeld, Qðe; %eÞ; of F ; we
will choose F to be the larger ﬁeld, Qðe; a; b; cÞ: Then ½Qða; b; c; u; v;wÞ : F ¼ 6: We
wish to prove that the Galois group, G; of FðtÞ over F is isomorphic to S3:
First let us prove that the splitting ﬁeld, FðmÞ; of FðtÞ equals Fðu; v;wÞ: Clearly
FðmÞCFðu; v;wÞ: To prove the reverse inclusion, we must show that fu; v;wg can be
expressed in terms of m and fa; b; cg: We can solve the system
a b c
c a b
b c a
2
4
3
5  uv
w
2
4
3
5 ¼
m1
m2
m3
2
4
3
5 for fu; v;wg because det a b cc a b
b c a
2
4
3
5 ¼ %p3  3%e3a0: Furthermore, the m are
all conjugate under H; the Galois group of the polynomial PðtÞ  ðt  uÞ  ðt  vÞ 
ðt  wÞ over QðeÞ; by their construction as linear combinations of elements, fu; v;wg;
which are conjugate under H: Therefore, the m’s automorphism group over F; their
Galois group, G; is isomorphic to HES3: Hence ½FðmÞ : F ¼ 6 ¼ ½Fðu; v;wÞ : F:
Combine this result with FðmÞCFðu; v;wÞ to get FðmÞ ¼ Fðu; v;wÞ:
We may also simply say that we are extending both the coefﬁcient ﬁeld, QðeÞ;
and splitting ﬁeld, Qðu; v;wÞ; of P to a new base ﬁeld, F ¼ QðeÞða; b; cÞ; and a
new splitting ﬁeld, Qðu; v;wÞða; b; cÞ; by the adjunction of algebraically
independent indeterminates, fa; b; cg: By a basic property of Galois groups, the
Galois group of Qðu; v;wÞ over QðeÞ is isomorphic to the Galois group of Fðu; v;wÞ
over F:
We need to prove that G acts transitively on the set of roots, m: By an elementary
theory of groups acting on sets, we need to prove only that Gm1 ¼ fm1;y; m6g for
one of the roots, m1: But this follows directly from the deﬁnition of the m:
Finally, G is not doubly transitive since 6 ¼ jS3j ¼ jGjon  ðn  1Þ ¼ 6  5 ¼ 30:
Let the letter, n; represent the degree of F ; which is 6, and not the degree of P; which
is 3. Then we have exhibited a sixth degree polynomial, F ; whose Galois group is
transitive but not doubly transitive, whose order equals the degree, n ¼ 6; of the
polynomial (a regular group), and which does not contain an n-cycle.
Now we must prove that there exists a linear relation,
P6
i¼1 xi  mi ¼ 0; of the roots
of FðtÞ over elements, x  fxig6i¼1; in F which is not a multiple of a relation,P6
i¼1 x˜i  mi ¼ 0; in which the x˜  fx˜ig6i¼1 are all roots of unity. Since the only roots
of unity in Q are 71; this implies x˜Cf71g:
Let
P6
i¼1 xi  mgðiÞ ¼ 0 be a set of six linear relations over elements, xAF: The ﬁrst
three of these six linear relations, say, generated by the subgroup
/ðu-v-w-uÞSCS3; are created by the action m1-m2-m3-m1 and
m4-m6-m5-m4: They may be written as a system of three linear equations in the
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three variables, fx1; x2; x3g;
m1 m2 m3
m2 m3 m1
m3 m1 m2
2
64
3
75 
x1
x2
x3
2
64
3
75 ¼ 
m4 m5 m6
m6 m4 m5
m5 m6 m4
2
64
3
75 
x4
x5
x6
2
64
3
75:
We note that
det
m1 m2 m3
m2 m3 m1
m3 m1 m2
2
64
3
75 ¼ ðm31 þ m32 þ m33  3m1m2m3Þ
¼  %p3  p3  9  %e3  e3 þ 3  ð%e3  p3 þ %p3  e3Þ ¼ ðp3  3  e3Þ  ð %p3  3  %e3Þ
¼ e1  %e1  ðe21  3  e2Þ  ð%e21  3  %e2Þ:
Since fa; b; cg are algebraically independent over Q; their ﬁrst three elementary
symmetric functions are algebraically independent over Q: So %e1a0 and ð%e21  3 
%e2Þa0: Similarly, e1 and e2 are algebraically independent over Q: Therefore e1a0
and e21  3e2a0: Therefore det
m1 m2 m3
m2 m3 m1
m3 m1 m2
2
4
3
5a0:
To determine how many of the x may be chosen arbitrarily, we must determine the
rank of the system,
P6
i¼1 xi  mgðiÞ ¼ 0: If the rank of the matrix, ½mgðiÞgi; is 3, then we
may solve for fx1; x2; x3g uniquely in terms of fx4; x5; x6g; and fx4; x5; x6g may be
chosen arbitrarily in F: Deﬁne d  ð %p2  %e2Þ ¼ ð%e21  3  %e2Þ; ka  ða  bÞ  ða  cÞ;
kb  ðb  cÞ  ðb  aÞ; and kc ¼ ðc  aÞ  ðc  bÞ: Note that dAQða; b; cÞCF:
According to the Mathematica program at the end of this article the ﬁrst three
equations are equivalent to the three equations x1 ¼ 1d ðkb  x4 þ ka  x5 þ kc  x6Þ;
x2 ¼ 1dðkc  x4 þ kb  x5 þ ka  x6Þ; and x3 ¼ 1dðka  x4 þ kc  x5 þ kb  x6Þ: The
transposition, ðu2vÞ; induces the action ðm12m4Þðm2 m5Þðm32m6Þ on the roots
of F : Applying this action to the ﬁrst three equations yields the last three equations.
But the action of ðu2vÞ on d  x1 ¼ ðkb  x4 þ ka  x5 þ kc  x6Þ; d  x2 ¼ ðkc 
x4 þ kb  x5 þ ka  x6Þ; and d  x3 ¼ ðka  x4 þ kc  x5 þ kb  x6Þ leaves these equiva-
lent equations unchanged. Therefore, the last three equations have the same
equivalent equations as the ﬁrst three. Therefore the rank of ½mgðiÞgi is 3. So we may
choose x4; x5; x6 arbitrarily in F ¼ Qðe; a; b; cÞ:
Choosing x4; x5; x6AQða; b; cÞ guarantees that x1; x2; x3AQða; b; cÞ since
dAQða; b; cÞ; so all x will lie in F: Since we may choose fx4; x5;x6g not to be a
common multiple of roots of unity, we have demonstrated the existence of a
polynomial, F ; a ﬁeld, F; containing the coefﬁcient ﬁeld of F ; and a linear relation of
the roots of F over F which is not a multiple of a relation over roots of unity and
such that the Galois group of F over F is transitive, not doubly transitive, regular,
and does not contain an n-cycle.
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So we proved there exists a linear relation,
P6
i¼1 xi  mi ¼ 0; for the roots, m;
of F ; over F ¼ Qðe; a; b; cÞ with coefﬁcients which are not all roots of unity (in Q
this means not all 71Þ; up to a common multiple. However, the coefﬁcients of
FðtÞ lie in the smaller ﬁeld, Qðe; %eÞ: If we want all the x to lie in Qðe; %eÞ; then, as can
be seen from the formulae d  x1 ¼ ðkb  x4 þ ka  x5 þ kc  x6Þ; d  x2 ¼ ðkc  x4 þ
kb  x5 þ ka  x6Þ; d  x3 ¼ ðka  x4 þ kc  x5 þ kb  x6Þ; we must take x1 ¼ x2 ¼ x3 ¼
x4 ¼ x5 ¼ x6; so that
P6
j¼1 xj  mj ¼ 0 is a multiple of the relation
P3
j¼1 mj P6
j¼3 mj ¼ 0:
It remains a conjecture whether there exists a ﬁeld, F; and a polynomial, FðtÞAF½t;
such that F is the smallest ﬁeld containing the coefﬁcients of F ; the Galois group
of F over F is transitive but not doubly-transitive, and there exist linear
relations of the roots of F over F which are not multiples of relations over roots
of unity.
7. Linear dependence over constants
We once again return to differential algebra. In Example 16 we may turn the
ordinary ﬁeld, Qða; b; c; u; v;wÞ; into the differential ﬁeld, Q/a; b; c; u; v;wS; by
adding a derivation, D; such that Da ¼ Db ¼ Dc ¼ 0; and so D %e1 ¼ D%e2 ¼ D %e3 ¼ 0;
and all the derivatives of fu; v;wg; which are assumed to be differentially
independent over Qða; b; cÞ: Likewise, we add all the derivatives of the ﬁrst three
elementary symmetric functions of fu; v;wg; e ¼ fe1; e2; e3g; to the ordinary ﬁeld,
F ¼ Qðe; a; b; cÞ; to get the differential ﬁeld, F ¼ Q/e; a; b; cS ¼ Q/eSða; b; cÞ: We
now say that the coefﬁcients of the polynomial, FðtÞ Q6i¼1 ðt  miÞ; lie in the
differential ﬁeld, Q/e; %eS ¼ Q/eSð%eÞCF: The constant subﬁeld of F is k ¼
Q/a; b; cS ¼ Qða; b; cÞ:
Can we ﬁnd a linear relation,
P6
i¼1 xi  mi ¼ 0; for the roots m of F over (any)
constants (not just in kÞ; which is not a multiple of a relation over roots of unity? In
Example 16, we showed that we could do this, that we could choose all xCQða; b; cÞ
satisfying this property. However, if we seek constants, x; in the smaller ﬁeld
of constants, Q/%eS ¼ Qð%eÞCk; then, by the remarks following Example 16,
the relation,
P6
j¼1 xj  mj ¼ 0; would be a k-multiple of the relation,
P3
j¼1 mj P6
j¼3 mj ¼ 0:
Likewise, we may rephrase the conjecture following Example 16 in the following
way. Does there exist a differential ﬁeld, F; with subﬁeld of constants, k; and a
polynomial, FðtÞAF½t; such that F is the smallest differential ﬁeld containing the
coefﬁcients of F ; the Galois group of F over F is transitive but not doubly transitive,
and there exist linear relations of the roots of F over k which are not multiples of
relations over roots of unity?
In Example 16, G is transitive but not doubly transitive and k ¼ Qða; b; cÞ is not
algebraically closed. As mentioned after Corollary 8, ﬁelds of constants are usually
taken to be algebraically closed in differential algebra. We saw that there can exist a
linear relation of the roots over constants which is not a multiple of a relation over
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roots of unity. But, in this example such constants could not lie in the smallest
differential ﬁeld, Q/e; %eS; generated by the coefﬁcients of F : Even if we took k to be
the algebraic closure of Qða; b; cÞ and took the base ﬁeld, F; of the Galois group, G;
of F to be k/eS; the result would be the same: any relation of the roots of F over
constants in Q/e; %eS; i.e. over k-Q/e; %eS ¼ Qð%eÞ; will be a multiple of a relation
over roots of unity.
However, we may conclude the following result concerning linear relations of the
roots over constants. By Theorem 15, if G is doubly transitive and pqa0; then the
qth powers of the roots are linearly independent over k (trivially, since Theorem 15
implies the zq are linearly independent over F; and kCFÞ: We remind the reader that
there may exist relations over constants in some extension of k:
8. Finite number of powers for linear denpendencies
We now return to the previous notation where F is a differential ﬁeld of
characteristic 0, with derivation, D; and subﬁeld of constants, k; and PðtÞAF½t is a
monic polynomial of degree n with coefﬁcients, e  feigni¼1; and roots, z  fzigni¼1:
The next theorem, Theorem 17, demonstrates that the condition that there exist
linear relations of the qth powers of the roots, y  fzqi gni¼1; over k is a very rare
condition indeed. A result similar to this has been proven recently by Cattani,
D’Andrea and Dickenstein using A-hypergeometric series. In [1], they showed that
for the trinomial polynomial, zn þ ð1Þnrenrzr þ ð1Þnen ¼ 0; where r and n are
coprime and enr and en are differentially independent over Q; the only possible
linear relation among the y is
Pn
i¼1 yi ¼ 0: We will combine our result with basic
LODE theory (namely, that nth order LODEs have at most n solutions linearly
independent over kÞ to obtain a powerful result: the order of a qth power resolvent
of a polynomial of degree n; for which no root is a constant multiple of another,
is at least n for all but ﬁnitely many integers q and at least n for an ath power
resolvent.
To do this we will now re-introduce some notation which was used in [5] to prove
the existence and form of resolvents. For each mAN0 let Zfegm denote the ordinary
(non-differential) ring generated by the e and their derivatives up through mth order.
Let ðtÞm 
Qm1
i¼0 ðt  iÞ if m > 0 and ðtÞ0  1: The symbol D denotes the discriminant
of the polynomial, P: By Theorem 32 on p. 60 in (5) for each mAN there exists a
polynomial, Gmðt; aÞAZfegm½ðn!  D  enÞ1; t; a; independent of the choice of roots,
z; such that Dmy ¼ a  y  Gmðz; aÞ holds for each of the roots, z; and dega Gmðt; aÞ ¼
m  1 where dega GmðtÞ denotes the degree of a in the polynomial, Gmðt; aÞ: Here, y
depends on the choice of z through a  y  Dz  z  Dy ¼ 0:
Deﬁne G0ðt; aÞ  1:
Theorem 17. Let F be a differential field of characteristic 0 with derivation, D; and
subfield of constants, k: Let PðtÞAF½t be a polynomial of degree n which is irreducible
over F: Let fzigni¼1 be the roots of P: Then either
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(1) fzqi gni¼1 are linearly independent over k for all but finitely many integers, qAZ; or
(2) one root is a constant multiple of another.
These conditions are mutually exclusive.
Proof. For indeterminates, t and a; where a is a transcendental constant over F; let
Gmðt; aÞ be deﬁned as in Theorem 32 on p. 60 in [5] and in the paragraph preceding
this theorem. We will prove that if jGmðzi; aÞj0pmpk
iAU
¼ 0 for some kA½n0 and some
subset, UC½n; such that jU j ¼ k þ 1; then one root of P is a constant multiple of
another. Here, jGmðzi; aÞj0pmpk
iAU
denotes the determinant of the matrix whose rows
are labelled by m and whose columns are labelled by i and whose entries are
Gmðzi; aÞ: If k ¼ 0; then we have 0 ¼ jG0j ¼ j1j; a contradiction.
So suppose jGmðzi; aÞj0pmpk
iAU
¼ 0 for some kA½n and some subset, UC½n; such
that jU j ¼ k þ 1: This implies the coefﬁcient of a
kðk1Þ
2 in jGmðzi; aÞj0pmpk
1AU
is zero. By
the Y-Bell Theorem, Theorem 36 on p. 65 in [5], Gmðzi; aÞ ¼
Pm
k¼1 Bm;kðDzi;yÞ 
ða 1Þk1  zki for m > 0: By Theorem 32 on p. 60 in [5] we have dega Gmðzi; aÞ ¼
m  1 for m > 0 and dega G0ðzi; aÞ ¼ 0: So degaðjGmðzi; aÞj0pmpk
iAU
ÞpPkm¼1ðm  1Þ ¼
kðk1Þ
2
: So the coefﬁcient of a
kðk1Þ
2 in jGmðzi; aÞj0pmpk
iAU
is jBm;mðDziÞ  zmi j0pmpk
iAU
¼
jðDzi
zi
Þmj0pmpk
iAU
: This implies jðDzi
zi
Þmj0pmpk
iAU
¼ 0: This implies Dzi
zi
¼ Dzj
zj
for some roots, zi
and zj with iaj; fi; jgCU : This implies there exists a constant, gAk; such that zi ¼
g  zj; i.e. one root is a constant multiple of another.
Therefore, if no root is a constant multiple of another root, then
jGmðzi; aÞj0pmpk
iAU
a0 for each kA½n0 and any subset, UC½n; such that jU j ¼ k þ 1:
But jGmðzi; aÞj0pmpk
iAU
is a polynomial in a: Therefore, it can equal zero for only
ﬁnitely many values of a, and therefore for only ﬁnitely many integer values, q; of a;
if any. Therefore, if no root is a constant multiple of another root, then
jGmðzi; qÞj0pmpk
iAU
a0 for each kA½n0 and any subset, UC½n; such that jU j ¼ k þ 1
for all but ﬁnitely many integers, q:
Assume no root is a constant multiple of another. Assume there exists an inﬁnite
set, GCZ#; such that the zqi are linearly dependent,
Pn
i¼1 ciðqÞ  zqi ¼ 0; over
constants, ciðqÞ; for all q in G: We will obtain a contradiction. The existence of G
implies there exists a subset, U ; of ½n such that the roots, fzqi giAU ; are linearly
dependent over constants for all q in some inﬁnite subset, LCG; and no proper
subset of U has this property. Choose the notation so that U ¼ ½k þ 1 for some
kA½n0:
Differentiate the relations,
P
iAU ciðqÞ  zqi ¼ 0; k times. One gets for each mA½k;
after dividing out by one power of q; the relations,
P
iAU ciðqÞ  zqi  Gmðzi; qÞ ¼ 0;
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where Gmðt; qÞAk½t; q ¼ k½t: Since the hypothesis that no root is a constant multiple
of another implies that no root is zero, and zia0; 8iA½n3zqia0; 8iA½n; 8qAG; it
follows that z
q
ia0; 8iAUC½n; 8qALCG: So these relations imply that 0 ¼ jciðqÞ 
Gmðzi; qÞj0pmpk
iAU
¼ ðQni¼1 ciðqÞÞjGmðzi; qÞj0pmpk
iAU
; 8qAL: Since jGmðzi; qÞj0pmpk
iAU
a0
for all but ﬁnitely many qAL; it follows that there exists a root, zi0 ; with i0AU
such that ci0 ðqÞ ¼ 0; 8qAL0 for some inﬁnite subset, L0CL: But this implies the
fzqi giAU ;iai0 are linearly dependent over constants 8qAL0; contradicting the
minimality of U with this property. &
9. Minimal order of resolvents
If Ra is an ath power resolvent for an nth degree polynomial, P; over a d-ﬁeld,
F; then, by deﬁnition of an ath power resolvent, Ra is a polynomial in a:
Therefore, there exist at most ﬁnitely many qAZ such that some or all of the
coefﬁcient functions of Rq  fqðRaÞ vanish, where fq : FðaÞ-F is the differen-
tial specialization such that fqðaÞ ¼ q and fqðuÞ ¼ u for each uAF: By the
Powersum Satisfaction Theorem, Theorem 35 on p. 64 in [5], Rq is a qth power
resolvent for P: This suggests, but does not prove, that if no roots of P have a
constant ratio, then for all but ﬁnitely many integers, q; the order of a qth
power resolvent of P is greater than or equal to n: Theorem 18 immediately asserts
this result.
Theorem 18. Let P be an nth degree polynomial over a d-field, F; for which no two
roots have a constant ratio. Then for all but finitely many integers, q; the order of any
qth power resolvent of P is greater than or equal to n:
Proof. By Theorem 17 for all but ﬁnitely many qAZ there exist no nontrivial linear
relations over constants of the qth power of the roots of P: By Theorem 37 on p. 67
in [5] the order of a resolvent of P with no nontrivial relations over constants of its
roots is greater than or equal to n: Therefore for all but ﬁnitely many integers, q; the
order of a qth power resolvent of P is greater than or equal to n: &
Theorem 19. Let P be an nth degree polynomial over a d-field, F; for which no two
roots have a constant ratio. Then the order of any ath power resolvent is greater than or
equal to n:
Proof. Let Ra be an ath power resolvent of order, mon: Since Ra is a polynomial in
a; it follows that Rq  fqðRaÞa0 for all but ﬁnitely many integers q: But Rq is a
nonzero qth power resolvent, by the Powersum Satisfaction Theorem, Theorem 35
on p. 64 in (5), of order pmon; a contradiction with the assertion of Theorem 18
that the order of qth power resolvents is greater than or equal to n for all but ﬁnitely
many integers, q: &
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10. Fields of constants containing roots of unity
The ﬁnal theorem in this paper asserts a result similar to that asserted in Theorem
7. Theorem 7 is a statement about algebra, whereas Theorem 20 is a statement about
differential algebra. Unlike Theorem 7, Theorem 20 does not assume that the Galois
group, G; of a polynomial, P; over a ﬁeld, F; contains an n-cycle. But Theorem 20
does assume that there exists at least one non-trivial linear relation over constants,
and that the subﬁeld, k; of constants of F contains a sufﬁcient number of roots of
unity.
Theorem 20. Let F be a differential field of characteristic 0 with derivation, D; and
subfield of constants, k: Let PðtÞ Pni¼0ð1ÞnienitiAF½t with nX3: Let G be the
Galois group of P; over F: Suppose G acts transitively on the n distinct roots, z 
fzigni¼1; of P: Suppose k contains all 2ðn!Þth roots of unity. Let qAZ: Suppose there
exists at least one nontrivial linear relation of y  fzqi gni¼1 over k: Then there exists a
nontrivial linear relation of the y over roots of unity.
Proof. Let z
q
k ¼
P
iak ci  zqi be one of the nontrivial linear relations of fzqi gni¼1
over k: Since G acts transitively on the roots of P; P is irreducible over F: So no
root of P is zero. So, at least one of the ciak in this relation is not zero. Let it
be cm:
Let Wk be the Wronskian of fzqi giak: By basic differential algebra, DjzqiAFðzqi Þ;
for each jAN0: To prove this quickly for our purposes here, we remark that,
for each qAZ and each iA½n; there exists a minimal polynomial, Pq;iðtÞAF½t;
for z
q
i : Hence, 0 ¼ Dð0Þ ¼ DðPq;iðzqi ÞÞ ¼ Hq;i þ Sq;i  Dzqi where Hq;i;Sq;iAF½zqi 
and Sq;i is the separant of Pq;i: Hence, Dz
q
i ¼ Hq;iSq;iAFðz
q
i Þ: Repeating this process
shows that Djz
q
iAFðzqi Þ for each jAN0: Hence Wk ¼ jDjzqi j0pjpn2
iA½n;iak
AFðzq1;y; zqnÞ:
Since G is transitive, there exists a gAG U gðkÞ ¼ m: Then gðWkÞ ¼ jDjzqgðiÞ j ¼
j?Djzqk?j ¼7Wm contains Djzqi for all iam: But, Djzqk ¼
P
iak ci  Djzqi : Hence,
gðWkÞ ¼7cm  Wk: Since gðkÞ ¼ mak; it follows that gaI ; the identity permuta-
tion. So g has a positive order, jgj ¼ o; in G: Thus, Wk ¼ IðWkÞ ¼ goðWkÞ ¼
ð7cmÞo  Wk: Since Wka0; we have ð7cmÞo ¼ 1; so c2om ¼ ð7cmÞ2o ¼ 1: Thus, cm is a
2oth root of unity.
Since this holds for all nonzero cm on the right-hand-side of the equation, z
q
k ¼P
iak ci  zqi ; it follows that zqk ¼
P
iak ci  zqi is a linear relation over roots of
unity. &
Since cmAk by the hypothesis that z
q
k ¼
P
iak ci  zqi is a linear relation over k; since
2o divides 2jGj; and since 2jGj divides 2ðn!Þ; it was necessary to include in the
hypothesis of the theorem that k contains at least certain 2ðn!Þth roots of unity, and
it was sufﬁcient that k contains all of them.
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11. The Riccati equation
We will now use a linear differential resolvent to solve a familiar nonlinear
differential equation. Consider nonlinear differential equations of the form, Dw þPN
i¼0 gi  wi ¼ 0; where gi are given differentiable real-valued functions of a real
variable, x; such that Dx ¼ 1: If we knew how to solve the equation, D %w þPNi¼0 %gi 
%wi ¼ 0; where %gN  1; then we could solve the equation, Dw þ
PN
i¼0 gi  wi ¼ 0; by
making the change of variables %w ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgNN1p  w; %gi ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃg1iNN1q  gi for i ¼ 0 and
2pipN; and %g1 ¼ g1  1N1 DgNgN :
So, consider the Riccati equation, Dw þP2i¼0 gi  wi ¼ 0; with g2 ¼ 1: We know how
to solve this equation by deﬁning a new variable, v; which satisﬁes w ¼ Dv
v
: Then v
satisﬁes D2v þ g1  Dv þ g0  v ¼ 0; which we assume we know how to solve in principle.
But, suppose we did not know this change of variables. Speciﬁcally, suppose we
had not known to introduce the logarithmic derivative of a new variable. Then,
instead, we could have looked at a particular homogeneous resolvent of a quadratic
polynomial, PðtÞ  t2  e1  t þ e2; whose properties will be determined momenta-
rily. The discriminant of P is D ¼ e21  4e2:Deﬁne W˜ 
1  e1 De1
2  e2 De2

; which is (up to
sign)
1 1
z2 z1

 ¼ ﬃﬃﬃDp ¼ ðz1  z2Þ times the Wronskian, z1 Dz1z2 Dz2

: The simplest
homogeneous resolvent of P is D2z þ ð12 DDD  DW˜W˜ Þ  Dz þ 12 ðDDD  DW˜W˜  D
2D
D Þ  z ¼ 0: We
know something about solving LODEs, provided we know something about the
terms of the LODE, namely, f1  12 DDD  DW˜W˜ and f0  12 ðDDD  DW˜W˜  D
2D
D Þ: We see that
we may eliminate DW˜
W˜
between these two equations to get a differential equation in D
alone, 4f0 þ 2 D2DD þ 2f1DDD  DDD
 2¼ 0: We see now, by the square of the logarithmic
derivative of the discriminant, how this variable might satisfy a Riccati equation.
However, to get it into the Riccati form, one needs to know that D
2D
D ¼ D DDD
 þ
DD
D
 2
: Allowing this knowledge, we get 2  Dv þ v2 þ 2f1v þ 4f0 ¼ 0 where v  DDD :
Making one more change of variables suggested earlier by the formula, %w ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gNN1
p  w; let v  2u: Then Du þ u2 þ f1u þ f0 ¼ 0:
Hence, working backwards, if we are given the Riccati equation, Du þ u2 þ g1u þ
g0 ¼ 0; let f0 ¼ g0 and f1 ¼ g1: Solve the linear differential equation D2z þ g1  Dz þ
g0  z ¼ D2z þ f1  Dz þ f0  z ¼ 0 for two functions of x; called z1 and z2; each of
which will depend upon two arbitrary constants. Then the solution of the Riccati will
be u ¼ 1
2
v ¼ 1
2
DD
D ¼ Dz1Dz2z1z2 ; which will depend upon only one arbitrary constant.
So, the formula for the second-order homogeneous resolvent of a quadratic in
terms of the logarithmic derivative of its discriminant shows why it is involved in the
solution of the Riccati. In essence, this is nothing more than a fancy way of
observing that a Riccati equation is associated to any nth-order LODE (see [10]). In
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the case n ¼ 2; if one divides the LODE, D2z þ g1  Dz þ g0  z ¼ 0; by z one gets
D2z
z
þ g1  Dzz þ g0 ¼ 0: Letting u  Dzz and observing that D
2z
z
¼ DðDz
z
Þ þ ðDz
z
Þ2 ¼ Du þ
u2 we get back the Riccati, Du þ u2 þ g1  u þ g0 ¼ 0: But, the formula does show the
utility of the resolvent, which is deﬁned for polynomials of any degree and therefore
may possibly be useful for solving nonlinear ODEs of other orders and degrees in the
dependent variable.
12. Mathematica program for the Sextic example
(* Example 16*)
(* In the notation of Example 16, x ¼ x4; y ¼ x5; and z ¼ x6: The variable, sol, is the
vector, ðx1; x2; x3Þ; expressed as a linear combination of x; y; and z over the ﬁeld,
Qða; b; cÞ: The variable, cy2, for instance, is the coefﬁcient of x2 in the expansion of
y ¼ x5: Factor[cy2] is simply cy2 factored over Qða; b; cÞ:*)
a ¼ :; b ¼ :; c ¼ :; u ¼ :; v ¼ :;w ¼ :;
m1 ¼ anuþ bnvþ cnw; m2 ¼ cnuþ anvþ bnw; m3 ¼ bnuþ cnvþ anw;
m4 ¼ bnuþ anvþ cnw; m5 ¼ anuþ cnvþ bnw; m6 ¼ cnuþ bnvþ anw;
left ¼ m1;m2;m3;m2;m3;m1;m3;m1;m2;
right ¼ m4;m5;m6;m6;m4;m5;m5;m6;m4;
vec ¼ right:x; y; z;
sol ¼ -Together½LinearSolve½left; vec
ðabx acx bcxþ c2xþ a2y aby
acyþ bcy abzþ b2zþ acz bczÞ=
ða2  abþ b2  ac bcþ c2Þ;
ða2x abx acxþ bcx abyþ b2yþ
acy bcyþ abz acz bczþ c2zÞ=
ða2  abþ b2  ac bcþ c2Þ;
ðabxþ b2xþ acx bcxþ aby acy
bcyþ c2yþ a2z abz aczþ bczÞ=
ða2  abþ b2  ac bcþ c2Þ
cx3 ¼ Coefficient½sol; x; 1½½3;
cx2 ¼ Coefficient½sol; x; 1½½2;
cx1 ¼ Coefficient½sol; x; 1½½1;
cy3 ¼ Coefficient½sol; y; 1½½3;
cy2 ¼ Coefficient½sol; y; 1½½2;
cy1 ¼ Coefficient½sol; y; 1½½1;
cz3 ¼ Coefficient½sol; z; 1½½3;
cz2 ¼ Coefficient½sol; z; 1½½2;
cz1 ¼ Coefficient½sol; z; 1½½1;
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Factor½cx3
Factor½cx2
Factor½cx1
Factor½cy3
Factor½cy2
Factor½cy1
Factor½cz3
Factor½cz2
Factor½cz1
ðabÞðbcÞ
a2abþb2acbcþc2
 ðabÞðacÞ
a2abþb2acbcþc2
 ðacÞðbcÞ
a2abþb2acbcþc2
 ðacÞðbcÞ
a2abþb2acbcþc2
ðabÞðbcÞ
a2abþb2acbcþc2
 ðabÞðacÞ
a2abþb2acbcþc2
 ðabÞðacÞ
a2abþb2acbcþc2
 ðacÞðbcÞ
a2abþb2acbcþc2
ðabÞðbcÞ
a2abþb2acbcþc2
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